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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a detection method for social periodicities from time series data and implementation
using Hadoop to handle massive data collected from online media, such as news articles and blogs including spams. The
data is collected from Japanese blogs and news sites. Spam blogs are then separated from legitimate blogs using a spam
filtering system. To find differences among the three sources, an algorithm is developed to detect periodicities based on
autocorrelation. To analyze the vast amount of data, this detection method employs Hadoop, a distributed storage and
processing system. To analyze information sources in terms of quantitative aspects, the information sources are character-
ized by keyword distributions of periodicities. In addition, in order to analyze the three information sources qualitatively,
representative keywords of each source are identified in terms of the sum of multiplied adjacent differences in autocorrelation.
The results obtained using this detection method indicate that periodic blog topics is apt to be TV programs, hobbies, and
social events; periodic news topics tend to be political and economic events; and periodic topics in spam is likely to be
automatically copied-and-pasted e-mail newsletters and affiliate offers.
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1. Introduction

Social media on the Internet provides us with rich knowledge-sharing opportunities, but at the same time, it also presents us
with an overwhelming amount of information. It contains shared societal opinions and preferences, which can be obtained
and analyzed using data extraction methods. This paper focuses on the mass extraction of periodic topics, since the detection
of recurrent interests and activities may have greater practical application than that of transient topics.

The algorithm employed in this paper is based on auto-correlation of term frequency per day. This method allows for the
detection of keyword distribution in cyclical terms. It also extracts keyword lists for each cycle, e.g. seven days or a year. To
determine periodic topics across a breadth of social media, this extraction method is applied to three categories of information
sources: blogs, news sites, and spam.

2. Data Collection and Spam Filtering

The data used in this analysis was obtained using information-collecting systems engineered for blog content and news [1],
and spam data was extracted using a spam filtering system [2]. The document frequency of each keyword was recorded on
a daily basis and stored. The blog dataset from a two-year period (January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2009) contains approximately
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fifty million keywords. Because of the sheer number of keywords, processing the data using a relational database is difficult.
To handle such a huge dataset, a periodic-topic detection system based on Hadoop [3], a distributed storage and processing
system, has been developed for this research. As a result, retrieving the time series of document frequency and detecting the
cycle of each keyword can be done in a relatively short time.

3. Analysis Method

This periodic-topic detection method calculates auto-correlation, detects peaks of correlation, and finds the base periodicity
of document frequency for each keyword. Based on the time series of document frequency for each keyword, sample mean,
covariance, and correlation functions are defined as follows:
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Where n is the number of time periods of data, yt is the document frequency of a keyword at time t, and k is the time difference
in autocorrelation. For each keyword, multiplied adjacent differences of sample auto-correlation is defined as follows:
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At the peak trajectory of autocorrelation, the sign of adjacent difference changes from positive to negative, or from negative
to positive. Hence, each peak has a negative value of multiplied adjacent differences. Figure 1 describes an algorithm to
extract base periodicity and periodic series of time differences k in Java, where the argument variable of entries is pairs of time
difference and multiplied adjacent differences in autocorrelation, sorted by the second elements of the pairs. In addition, the
function calcgcd in the figure calculates the greatest common divisor (GCD), and variable sb is an object in the program to
store the result.
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{
double limit = 0.01;
int i = 0, gv = -1, c1 = 0, sct = 0, mxk = 0;
double mxv = 0.0;
boolean sfg = true;
for (Map.Entry<Integer, Double> entry : entries) {

int k1 = entry.getKey().intValue();
double v1 = entry.getValue().doubleValue();
if (v1 <= 0.0 || v1 < limit)  { break; }
int pos0 = 0;
if (i == 0) { gv = k1; } else { pos0 = calcgcd(gv,k1); }
i++;
if (pos0 == 1) { c1++; sfg = false;}
if (pos0 > 1 && gv > pos0) { gv = pos0; }
sb.append(“ “+String.valueOf(k1)+”/”+String.valueOf(v1));
if (sfg == true) { sct++; }
if (mxv < v1) { mxk = k1; mxv = v1; }
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Figure 1. Base Periodicity Extraction

To extract peaks of time series of autocorrelation, the algorithm finds the negative value of multiplied adjacent differences and
generates the sorted series of peaks in descending order based on absolute value of autocorrelation. The first peak in the
sorted series has the maximum autocorrelation. The peak is a tentative base periodicity of a keyword. The extraction method
retrieves next peak from the series and calculates greatest common divisor (GCD). If the GCD is greater than 1, the next peak
is assigned as a new tentative base periodicity, instead of the previous peak.

To reduce the effects of noise in the data, a lower threshold is defined. All peaks whose absolute value of autocorrelation is
lower than the threshold are ignored in the process of finding base periodicity.

4. Quantitative Analysis

To identify the characteristics of each information source, this paper uses a dataset from the period of January 1, 2008 to
December 31, 2009 collected from blogs, news sites, and spam. The information-collecting system used also generates a list
of the top 500 keywords in terms of increasing rate of document frequency by day. These keywords are meaningful keywords,
which were extracted from effective keywords in IV.C. The list of meaningful keywords contains a total of 348,152 keywords.
The periodic-topic detection method in Figure 1 is then applied to each keyword in order to identify its characteristics. Based
on several preliminary experiments, the lower limit of multiplied adjacent differences is defined as 0.01.

To analyze information sources in terms of quantitative aspects, the information sources are characterized by keyword
distributions of periodicities at maximum autocorrelation and base periodicity. Each source is also described according to
maximum, average, and standard deviations of sequence length at periodic peaks.

4.1. Maximum Autocorrelation
The keyword distribution of maximum autocorrelation indicates which time difference tends to give a keyword the maximum
autocorrelation (Figure 2). Common periodicity with high keyword frequency among blogs, news, and spam are 7, 14, 21, 28,
and so forth, each of which is a multiple of 7.

As for the specific characteristics of blogs, long periods such as 14 and 28 include more keywords than short periods, such
as 7. The 14 and 28 periodicities contain 1877 and 2055 keywords, respectively, while the 7 periodicity contains 1877
keywords. The 7 periodicity tends to contain keywords concerning weekend hobbies and weekly TV programs. The 14 and
28 periodicities seem to contain biweekly or monthly personal hobbies and local events.

}
sb.insert(0,String.valueOf(gv)+”\t”  // base gcd

+String.valueOf(mxk)+”\t”  // max  gcd
+String.valueOf(lp0)+”\t”  // all num except under lim
+String.valueOf(sct)+”\t”  // sec length
+String.valueOf(c1));      // num of cancel

return i;
}

As for the specific characteristics of spam, short periods, such as the 1 and 2 periodicities, contain more keywords than the 7
periodicity. The 1 and 2 periodicities contain 1496 and 1545 keywords, respectively, while the 7 periodicity contains 1086. The
reason for so many keywords in short periods is likely that spammers frequently submit similar articles on many blog sites in
a short period of time.

As for the specific characteristics of news, the 7 periodicity is the most frequent period. It contains 488 keywords, while the 14,
21, and 28 periodicities have 249, 143, and 160 keywords, respectively. The reason for so many keywords in the 7 periodicity is
likely that mass media tends to publish news articles on a weekly basis.

4.2. Base Periodicity

The keyword distribution of base periodicity indicates which base periodicity is most common for each information source. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the base periodicity is extracted by the greatest common divisor of time difference in autocorrelation.
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Figure 2. Maximum Autocorrelation

Figure 3 shows the distributions for each of the three information sources.

Blogs and news sites contain many keywords in the 7 periodicity, which suggests that they contain weekly topics. Moreover,
these sources also contain many keywords in the 14, 21, and 28 periodicities.

On other hand, spam contains many keywords in the 1 and 2 periodicities, which suggests that spammers post many similar
texts in a short period time. Regarding longer periods, blogs and news sites contain the peak number of keywords in the 365
periodicity (the figure is omitted here due to lack of space).

4.3. Maximum, Average, and Standard Deviations of Sequence Length

The maximum, average, and standard deviations of periods are defined in terms of sequence length of periods from base
periodicity.

As for maximum and average length, all three sources contain the highest frequency in the 7 periodicity. The maximum length

Figure 3. Base Periodicity

Figure 4. Standard Deviation of Sequence Length
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of blogs, news sites, and spam are 61, 65, and 66, respectively. The average length of blogs, news sites, and spam in cycle 7 are
6.82, 8.14, and 17.11, respectively.

Figure 4 illustrates length distribution in terms of standard deviation of sequence length from base periodicity. All three
sources contain the highest frequency in the 7 periodicity. News sites contain few keywords except in the 7 periodicity, which
suggests that they report on topics on a weekly basis.

5. Qualitative Analysis

To analyze the three information sources qualitatively, representative keywords of each source are identified in terms of the
sum of multiplied adjacent differences, which is defined in Section 3.

5.1. Weekly Keywords
Weekly keywords are those in the 7 periodicity. The number of weekly keywords of blogs, news sites, and spam are 4599, 801,
and 45731, respectively. A keyword ranking list is created in terms of ranking score, which is defined as the sum of multiplied
adjacent differences with the 7 periodicity. Table 1 shows the top 30 weekly keywords.

On the blog list, there are many keywords concerning the day of the week, e.g. Wednesday (1st) and Thursday (4th). In
addition, there are several characters and title of weekly TV programs, e.g. "Fangaia" in Kamen Raider Kiva (3rd), "Sazae-san"
(24th), and "Sun-Japo" (27th, the nickname of Sunday Japon). Moreover, there are also several keywords concerning weekly
lifestyle issues, e.g. "school tomorrow" (19th) and "hospital tomorrow" (26th).

On the news site list, there are many keywords concerning government, e.g. "after a cabinet meeting" (1st) and "interpellation"
(26th), because of the annual Cabinet meeting. In addition, there are many economics-related keywords, e.g. "1 dollar" (3rd),
"money" (5th), "industry" (7th), "enterprise" (8th), "interest rate" (16th), and "finance" (24th).

On the spam list, there are many keywords concerning advertisements, e.g. "cool mail magazine" (1st), "assorted mail maga-
zines" (12th), and "standard set of items" (14th).

In addition, there are many meaningless parts of phrases, e.g. ">> the latest" (7th) and "iI01" (24th).

5.2. Complete Weekly Keywords
Complete weekly keywords are those in the 7 periodicity which do not appear in any other periodicities. For example, a
complete weekly keyword may be in the 7, 14, 21, and 28 periodicities, but not the 3, 5, 11 periodicities. Blogs, news sites, and
spam contain a total of 375, 234, and 3445 complete weekly keywords, respectively. Table 2 summarizes 30 representative
keywords (in random order) selected from the set of complete weekly keywords for each of the three information sources.

On the blog list, there are many keywords concerning TV programs, e.g. (1) "Goonjar" and (3) "Domoto Brothers.” In addition,
there are several keywords related to sports events, e.g. (4) "leading running group" and (11) "half marathon," related to local
weekend sports events.

On the news list, there are many keywords concerning the stock market and foreign currency exchange, e.g. (11) "Nikkei stock
average" and (20) "foreign currency exchange.”

On the spam list, there are many keywords concerning advertisements in mail magazines, e.g. (1) "doctor", and (11) "business
license". In addition, there are several keywords concerning gambling, e.g. (17) "Tokyo course" and (19) "Chukyo horse
racing."

5.3. Weekly Blog Keywords
To identify qualitative characteristics of blogs, 30 keywords (not including complete weekly keywords) were subjectively
selected and listed in Table 3 in terms of score, which is the sum of multiplied adjacent differences with the 7 periodicity. The
list contains many titles of TV programs like "Sazae-san" and "Sub-Japo," sports like "cycling" and running," and homemak
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Rank Blog News Spam

1 Wednesday after Cabinet meeting cool mail magazine

2 yesterday and today newly published doctor

3 Fangaia 1 dollar health quiz

4 Thursday belonging total score

5 Monday money readers' satisfaction

6 every Friday change check every week

7 Tuesday industry >> latest

8 Mr. Nago enterprise published

9 TGIF character size view back number

10 every Thursday remarkable animation mail magazine 10

11 weekend display score!)

12 every Sunday stock price search assorted mail magazines

13 Sunday America >> every week updated

14 extra issue display advertising standard set of items

15 planetoid real estate in 24 hours

16 every Wednesday interest rate >> every day updated

17 Saturday Hong Kong stock market total ranking 30

18 Precure 4th place >> every month updated

19 school tomorrow sales GUGUN

20 every Saturday access ranking everyday customers

21 Goonjar Reuters please submit

22 flying get access job instruction

23 every Tuesday mobile iKi

24 Sazae-san finance iI01

25 on sale today update many

26 hospital tomorrow interpellation person

27 San-Japo employment information edit comment

28 IXA broadcast OSESOO.O.

29 Monday etc. every week entrance

30 Friday loss of the current term MIDORI

Table 1. Top 30 Weekly Keywords

ing like "making bread" and "knitting," and domestic tourist destinations like "Enoshima island" and "Yoyogi Park."
There are various types of weekly cycles for keywords. For example, "fishing spot" and "cycling" tend to increase every
Saturday. These topics may be related to weekend hobbies. However, "novice mom" and "baking bread" tend to decreaseevery
Saturday and Sunday. These topics seem to reflect daily housekeeping activities on weekdays. Based on this information,
owners of fishing and cycle shops might prepare adequate stock of items before Saturday. Online advertisers which
specialize in items for homemakers might spend more on advertising on weekdays.
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No Blog News Spam

1 Goonjar belonging doctor

2 Kiba display health quiz

3 Domoto Brothers stock price search mail magazine 10

4 leading running group America GUGUN

5 STE display advertising daily customers

6 make a box lunch access ranking every week entrance

7 Gundam 00 Reuters full of expression

8 baby access issue every Wednesday

9 Kitaro employment information registration deadline

10 woman before maternity GermanyGUMAGU choice

11 half marathon France business license

12 music fighter 5th place it's easy

13 Double O Nikken stock average will explain

14 in town market \(?^?^?)/

15 Arashi-chan fund a point in 13

16 Keroro enterprise performance Ameba members

17 colonel remarkable bland Tokyo course

18 full parking lot initial public offering Nakayama

19 substitute holiday India Nakayama horse racing

20 no lecture foreign currency exchange derivatives

Table 2.  Complete Weekly Keywords

No Score Keyword No score Keyword

1 2.56 Sazae-san 16 0.07 Hachiwan (81)

2 2.43 Sun-Japo 17 0.06 Bloody Monday

3 0.59 Iromonea 18 0.05 Rookies

4 0.55 SMAP×SMAP 19 0.04 novice mom

5 0.53 red carpet 20 0.04 Yankumi

6 0.52 best house 21 0.04 knitting

7 0.22 finish a race 22 0.04 passion continent

8 0.21 cycling 23 0.04 childcare blog

9 0.19 making bread 24 0.04 family service

10 0.15 petit tomato 25 0.04 test ride

11 0.13 set play 26 0.04 parent and child

12 0.11 running 27 0.03 Enoshima island

13 0.08 Kashima stadium 28 0.03 RINARI

14 0.08 a logging road 29 0.03 Yoyogi park

Table 3. Weekly Blog Keywords
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Figure 5.  Maximum Autocorrelation over a Year

homemakers might spend more on advertising on weekdays.

5.4. Yearly Keywords

Yearly keywords, which have the 365 periodicity, can also be extracted in the same way as weekly keyword extraction. The
number of weekly keywords of blogs, news sites, and spam are 301, 74, and 36, respectively (Fig. 5). Due to lack of space, a table
of yearly keywords has been omitted. However, there are many keywords concerning year-end and new-year topics, e.g.,
"your kind help this year," "the first sunrise of the year." Other keywords that appear on a certain date include "suzuna" and
"suzushiro," which are related to the seven spring herbs, eaten on the seventh day of the New Year. Moreover, the keyword
"Hanshin-Awaji earthquake disaster" has a peak on January 17th each year.

6. Discussion

This paper proposed a periodic-topic detection method and its implementation in a distributed framework. The advantages of
this method and its implementation will be discussed in 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.

6.1. Differences from Other Topic-Detection Methods

This paper proposed a periodic-topic detection method, since the detection of recurrent interests and activities may have
greater practical application than that of transient topics.  It also employs a distributed framework to implement the detection
system, focusing on the mass extraction of periodic topics from the fast-growing realm of social media. To identify the cycle of
keywords, multiplied adjacent differences and periodical topic detection method are defined to identify differences among
three information sources, namely blogs, news sites, and spam.

There is a great deal of research concerning topic detection from the Internet.  For example, using queuing theory, Kleinberg
[5] proposed a method to detect topics based on the burst of keywords. Fukuhara et al. [6] proposed keyword-ranking score,
which is defined as standard deviation divided by the average document frequency of keywords. Sato et al. [7] created a
dataset of spam blogs and investigated characteristics of spam blogs in terms of burst of keywords. This researches focuses
on bursty topics, which are often transient and non-recurrent,, whereas this paper focuses on recurrent topics, since cyclical
topics provide information that influences inventory management and advertising, as described in B of VI.

Berberidis et al. [8] developed a method to discover approximate and partial periodicities with the autocorrelation function,
FFT, and frequent-pattern mining. They assume it is rare that a real-world dataset is perfectly periodic. They tested the method
on supermarket and power consumption data. The former employed sanitized data of timed sales transactions for certain Wal-
Mart stores over a period of 15 months. They primarily discussed the computational efficiency of the methods based on the
assumption of rare periodical data in real world. In contrast, this paper examines a variety of periodicities and topics in real data
extracted from social media.

Lin et al. [9] presented a framework to analyze personal blogs. Based on large real-world blog datasets, they found four blog
types, i.e. personal blogs, cooperative blogs, power blogs, and spam blogs. Personal blogs have diverse content posted at

(a) Blogs (b) Spam (c) News
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irregular times. Cooperative blogs can be characterized by a short-term bursty phenomenon typically due to an external event.
Power blogs can be characterized by periodic or frequent posting activities with concentrated topics. For example, a blog
aggregating Mac-related news posts on a weekly basis. Splogs either "die" very quickly or have posts created in a precisely
regular basis, with almost identical content. Lin et al. discussed the posting behaviors of blogs and found four types of
categories of blogs. This paper instead focuses on topics rather than posting behaviors.

Newman [10], Balog [11] and Corley [12] each provided examples of existence of periodical topics in mass media and social
media. Newman et al. [10] presented a combination of statistical topic models and named-entity recognizers to jointly analyze
entities (i.e. persons, organizations and places) and topics discussed in a collection of 330,000 New York Times news articles.
They manually selected several examples of periodic topics (i.e.  basketball, Tour de France, holidays, and Oscars). Balog et al.
[11] provided a time-series analysis of the number of blog posts annotated with a mood, employing a total of 20 million mood-
annotated blog posts harvested between June 2005 and March 2006. They reported that several moods display changes in
their cyclical moods. Corley et al. [12] evaluated trends in posts that discuss influenza. They found that there is a clear seven-
day period in posting frequency. and that posting is more frequent during the middle of the week and less prevalent on the
weekends. Using the autocorrelation function (ACF), they verified that the seven-day posting cycle is not a random artifact
and manually detected periodical topics. In comparison, this paper employs ACF to detect periodic topics automatically.

6.2. Implementation in a Distributed Framework
To handle the sheer number of keywords in time series data, the proposed periodic-topic detection method is implemented with
Hadoop [3], a widely used framework for distributed storage and processing. It would be difficult to handle such data with a
conventional file system and relational database management system, e.g. ext3 and MySQL [4] on Linux. To compare perfor-
mance of conventional systems and distributed systems, this paper uses a computer with MySQL 5.0.45 and Hadoop 0.20.1 on
ext3 files system of Linux configured with Core 2 Quad Q6600 CPU, 8GB RAM, 1GB HDD.

To test the performance of conventional systems, the two-year dataset for document frequency of keywords in blogs was
stored with the RDBMS. The data, which was extracted from blogs daily, contained approximately ten million keywords. The
data was stored in each table in the RDBMS. The table has three columns, i.e. keyword, document frequency (df), and date (dt).
The table also has an index on keyword column to make search quick. The entire two years’ data can be combined on a table
(blogdata) as a MySQL merge table to retrieve the time series of keywords easily.

To process all keywords, a SQL for extracting all keyword was executed: “SELECT distinct keyword from blogdata.” It took 34
minutes to extract 9,410,533 keywords from 10 days’ data, 3 hours to extract 17,745,570 keywords from one month’s data, and
17.5 hours to extract 35,805,256 keywords. This suggests that processing two years’ data would require an enormous amount
of time.

To process two years’ data for time series of a keyword, a SQL for extracting document frequency of an intended keyword was
executed: “SELECT df, dt from blogdata where keyword =’ intended keyword’ ”. It took 22 seconds for the first trial and 0.02

Figure 6. Retrieving Time Figure 7. Processing Time
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seconds the second trial. Because the one year’s data contains fifty million keywords, the extraction of time series for all
keywords would take 0.02 * 50,000,000 = 1,000,000 seconds, which is 16,667 minutes, 278 hours, or 11.57 days as a minimum
estimation. This further suggests that conventional systems would take a very long time to process the two-year dataset.

Compared to conventional systems, implementation with Hadoop is quite fast in retrieving the time series for all keywords.
Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between length of dataset and retrieving time. It takes 16429 minutes, or 4.5 hours, for the
two-year blog dataset. To extract the entire series, the daily dataset is stored on a Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), a
simple MapReduce program collecting document frequency for each keyword as a time series (Figure 6). The figure shows that
the retrieving time is proportional to the amount of data. The periodic-topic detection method is also implemented on Hadoop
(Figure 7). The figure shows that the total processing time is proportional to the square of the amount of data because the
implementation uses double loops to calculate autocorrelation, which re-implements in a distributed manner to improve
performance.

6.3. Entire Distribution of Keyword

The Hadoop implementation can provide us an entire distribution of all keywords in a huge dataset. Figure 8 shows the
distribution of maximum autocorrelation for all keywords in the two-year dataset on a log-scaled x and y axis. The x axis is
defined as log10X, where X is the time difference of maximum autocorrelation. The y axis is defined as log10Y, where Y is the
number of keywords at the time difference.

The yearly peak of blogs in section 5.4 is also observed around 365 days
or 2.562293 on the x axis. The peak indicates that we have one-year
customs in our culture.

 The shape of distribution of all keywords decreases as the time differ-
ence increases on the x-axis except the yearly peak in figure 8. However,
the meaningful keywords extracted from the effective keywords in sec-
tion 4 and 5 can illustrate social weekly periodicities observed in blogs,
because the other noisy keywords are filtered out by the  list of the top
500 keywords in terms of increasing rate of document frequency by day.

7.  Conclusion

To identify periodic topics from huge quantity of data, this paper pro-
poses a method based on autocorrelation and implementation using
Hadoop. The Hadoop implementation can provides us an entire distribu

Figure 8.  Distribution of Maximum Periodicity

tion of all keywords in a huge dataset. To determine the characteristic topics of social media, three information sources, i.e.
blogs, news sites, and spam, are analyzed using this method. According to the results, the characteristic topics are weekly
hobbies and social events on blogs, economics on news sites, and advertisements from mail magazines in spam.
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